
 

IPC submission - Summary 

1. The Hume Coal Project should be the new benchmark for underground coal development. 

Its design features have the lowest environmental impact.  

2. But rather than encouraging the Project and using the learnings gained from the Project to 

improve regulation of other coal mine projects, the NSW DPE is recommending refusal of the 

project.  

3. The reasons used by the DPE to recommend refusal of the Project are flawed. These flaws 

indicate that the DPE’s assessment is tainted by both inaptitude and political pressure. 

4. Most of the reasons used by the objectors are factually, legally and scientifically flawed. 

Those reasons that are valid, are self-serving reasons that accompany any 

5. Accordingly, I respectfully submit that the IPC should disregard DPE’s preliminary 

assessment and approve the project. 

 

1. Hume Coal project – the new benchmark for underground mining 

The following design features makes the Hume Coal Project exemplary when compared to other, 

approved, underground mines in NSW: 

1.1. Non-caving mining method means no subsidence. No subsidence means: 

1.1.1. No cracked creek-beds or other natural features;  

1.1.2. No cracked roads; 

1.1.3. No cracked houses; and 

1.1.4. No cracked business buildings 

 

1.2. Impounding water in old workings progressively sealed as the mining progresses means: 

1.2.1. Groundwater level is restored relatively quickly in decades, not thousands of years (or 

never, in cases of open cut mines); 

1.2.2. No water is discharged into the waterways. Other approved mines discharge treated or 

untreated water into waterways; 

1.2.3. Majority of the groundwater licenced by Hume Coal is not actually removed from the 

ground, but is available to other users 

1.3. Dust impacts that satisfy the air quality assessment criteria: 

1.3.1. Underground emplacement of rocks, unlike other approved mines that have 

emplacements blowing rock dust in the air; 

1.3.2. covered coal wagons; 

1.3.3. enclosed CHPP and coal loading area; 

1.3.4. covered conveyors 

2. DPE’s reasons for refusal are incorrect and contrived 

But rather than commending Hume Coal for its exemplary mine design, the DPE has recommended 

refusal of the Project for flawed reasons discussed below.  

2.1. Impacts to aquifer: 



2.1.1. DPE incorrectly asserts that “predicted drawdown impacts on this aquifer would be the 

most significant for any mining project that has ever been assessed in NSW.”, when 

other recently approved projects have greater drawdown impacts.  

 

2.2. If the DPE is referring to number of bores impacted by the drawdown, the assertion is 

wrong, because that is not an impact to the aquifer. The lowering of groundwater from the 

Project is licenced. That is, if those that sold the 2gigalitres had pumped the groundwater, 

the impacts would be the same. In fact, there are 12 gigalitres of WAL in the relevant 

Management Zone 1. So the impacts from Hume are lesser than the other users combined. 

3. Objectors’ reasons  

3.1. The Coal Free Southern Highlands’ submission (in its private briefing of 11 February 2019) 

that “Hume’s make-good model, it is fundamentally flawed, legally”, is incorrect. In 

particular: 

3.1.1. the make-good requirement was established by the NSW Government in Aquifer 

Interference Policy. Therefore it is incorrect to refer to the make good process as 

Hume Coal’s model, implying that Hume Coal has devised it in a manner that is legally 

flawed; and 

3.2. Hume Coal will only carry out the make good when requested to do so by the landholder. 

That is the way the ‘Voluntary Land Acquisition And Mitigation Policy’ (September 2018) 

addresses noise and dust impacts, which states at page 10: 

“Under the terms of any conditions of consent, mitigation works can only be carried 

out by applicants on private land when requested, in writing, by the landholder.” 

If the landholder requests Hume Coal for Hume Coal to undertake the make good 

mitigation measures, then the landholder would also give permission to enter the land to 

perform the mitigation measure either expressly or implicitly. Therefore it is incorrect to 

claim that the make-good model devised by the NSW Government is legally flawed on the 

basis that the landholders can refuse entry to the proponent. 

3.3. I object to the reasons given by the objectors as being bigoted: 

3.3.1. I head an objectors say at an information session held by Hume Coal “I don’t want 

those people from Picton coming here”. He was an elderly man with thinning, white 

hair. I think his objection was that he doesn’t want the working-class, the blue-collar 

people coming to the Southern Highlands, which, in his view, is reserved for those who 

are wealthy or retired, or both. That is bigotry. That is selfishness. That is unacceptable 

in civilised society. That is implying that the only jobs the bigots will allow is to make 

their coffee at their favourite café and to clean their houses. 

 

3.3.2. I also heard objectors say to the employees of Hume Coal, ‘go back to where you come 

from!’, at various sessions where Hume Coal employees are present. I assume that the 

phrase is the usual insult thrown to non-Caucasian people by white Australians, telling 

them to leave Australia because Australia belongs to white people. That is pure racism. 

That is bigotry. It is unacceptable. It is hypocrisy, since the white settlers too came to 

Australia mere 200 years ago. If you reject this Project, you will indirectly be endorsing 

racism and white supremacy. 

3.4. The reasons given by the objector’s are scientifically flawed: 

3.4.1. Dr Pell’s modelling is flawed because: 



3.4.1.1. It used long-wall mining, which causes cracking of the overburden and 

subsidence, instead of the actual mining method proposed by Hume Coal, which 

does not have subsidence 

3.4.1.2. It did not have enough data to be classified as Class 2, meaning it cannot be 

used to predict the future. Yet the objectors are using it to predict the future 

impacts of Hume Coal, which is beyond the capability of the Pell model. 

4. Perception of lack of independence 

If the IPC approve the project, the IPC will be perceived to be lacking in independence. This is on 

the basis that: 

4.1. The Honourable Pru Goward, the former Minister for Planning, appears to claim that she 

made the decision to reject the project, not the IPC. She said on the 1st day of the public 

hearing: 

 

“So there were very good reasons and popular reasons to support the project, but it 

seemed to me that there was also a trade-off involved between those jobs that could be 

created in a mine and the jobs that are and would be increasingly forthcoming from our 

high value agriculture and our tourism.  And I thought that we could trade off one against 

the other without damaging the prospects for employment in this region.” 

4.2. The DPE’s reasons for refusal are flawed as outlined above. If the IPC still adopt DPE’s 

recommendation for refusal, there will be a perception that the IPC is a mere rubber stamp 

for the DPE and is either unable to make its own decision based on facts. 

 

I respectfully submit that the IPC to make the decision based on correct science, to approve the 

Project. 

 

 

 




